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their life or their lives correct version explained May 23 2024

you should use their life when you are referring to the collective life that people might live for example if two people share a
life because they are married or live in the same house their lives works when you separate each person s life into individual
parts

their life or their lives correct version explained Apr 22 2024

their life this expression represents a collective experience often found in close knit relationships or joint endeavors it evokes
the sense that multiple people unite to create a singular shared pathway examples include familial or romantic relationships
and business partnerships

phrase usage which is correct their life or their lives Mar 21 2024

you can think of it as meaning no one will know until the end of that person s earthly life which shows that it s the singular
life that s called for your question is a good one because the sentence s subject no one is singular but officially their is
plural

italki which one is correct their lives or their life Feb 20 2024

strictly speaking people have only one life so one should always say their life however it is my understanding that it si now
accepted to say their lives depending on the context 1 if we are talking about people sharing their time together e g a married
couple or people living in the same establishment like orphanage prison nursing

of their life idioms by the free dictionary Jan 19 2024

of one s life used to indicate something that has an extreme impact on one s life for good or ill these underdogs are in the fight
of their lives to defy expectations and go home with the championship this has been without a doubt the worst vacation of my
life

12 signs that someone is near death verywell health Dec 18 2023

when someone is nearing the end of their life they will experience a variety of characteristic symptoms pain shortness of breath
anxiety constipation loss of appetite fatigue and change in skin tone and texture are just a few

word usage which one is correct life or lives Nov 17 2023

they is singular in this context so you should use the singular life however if you mean that more than one person lost their
lives whilst saving the lives of more than one others then the first is correct the second incorrect

7 signs that death may be near in someone with dementia goodrx Oct 16 2023

7 signs that someone with dementia is near the end of life the end of life journey looks different for everyone but there are seven
signs that suggest someone is likely in the final days or hours before death they have changes in behavior you will likely notice
a decline in their mental status

lifes or lives what s the difference writing explained Sep 15 2023

when to use lives lives as a noun lives pronounced lie vz is the correct plural form of the noun life which is defined as a living
being especially a person this study examines the lives of the rich and famous the natural disaster claimed the lives of 300
people

i am so confused by for example people love their life or Aug 14 2023

now when we we say people love their we can mean two things they love their own lives separate lives they love the life that
they are having together or share example software developers love their life would mean that software developers love the
life of software development

the meaning of life stanford encyclopedia of philosophy Jul 13 2023

when the topic of the meaning of life comes up people tend to pose one of three questions what are you talking about what is
the meaning of life and is life in fact meaningful

end of life stages and timeline what to expect verywell health Jun 12 2023

this article explains a typical end of life timeline and what happens to someone mentally behaviorally and physically while
some people may follow this closely not everyone experiences all stages and some may cycle through the stages far faster
even within days or for months

what is life article intro to biology khan academy May 11 2023

what is it that defines life how can we tell that one thing is alive and another is not most people have an intuitive
understanding of what it means for something to be alive however it s surprisingly hard to come up with a precise definition of
life
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meaning of life wikipedia Apr 10 2023

the meaning of life can be derived from philosophical and religious contemplation of and scientific inquiries about existence
social ties consciousness and happiness

how to talk about end of life care with your loved ones six Mar 09 2023

a first schedule a time to talk the family caregiver alliance recommends planning questions ahead of time it is important for
your loved one to explore his or her goals and relay their wishes in writing for example you could say if something ever were
to happen to you it would be important to me that your wishes are honored

understanding life as a developmental process psychology today Feb 08 2023

a coherent and healthy sense of self and feelings of self efficacy come about through the meeting of developmental needs and
experiences of competence while an incomplete and inferior sense of

there is a tide in the affairs of men enotes com Jan 07 2023

brutus there is a tide in the affairs of men which taken at the flood leads on to fortune omitted all the voyage of their life is
bound in shallows and in miseries on such a full sea

emotional stages of people dying with cancer cancer and Dec 06 2022

show when you find out your cancer can no longer be controlled you might have many different feelings know that your
feelings are completely normal it is important to let yourself feel these emotions and grieve for what you are losing you
might feel some or all of the following emotions grief anger resentment fear regret sadness

15 ways to find your purpose of life realize your meaning Nov 05 2022

what is the purpose of life a philosophical and psychological take how to find the purpose of your life 10 techniques to help
yourself and others 4 useful worksheets a note on finding meaning after trauma divorce and others positivepsychology com s
resources a take home message references what is the purpose of life

hebrews 13 7 remember your leaders who spoke the word of god Oct 04 2022

remember your leaders for it was they who brought you the word of god and consider the result of their conduct the outcome
of their godly lives and imitate their faith their conviction that god exists and is the creator and ruler of all things the
provider of eternal salvation through christ and imitate their reliance on god with absolu
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